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Note

On the Degree of Approximation by Bernstein Polynomials

The aim of this note is to show that the novel approach taken in [2] to
introduce the Bernstein polynomials can be used to study the degree of
approximation of differentiable functions by these polynomials. The idea of
[2] is to approximate a smooth function/defined on [0, 1] by approximating
on a certain closed region the function U(x, y) = j(x + y) satisfying

8U 8U
8x oy , U(x, 0) = j(x).

For each psotive integer N and each t E (0, 1], an approximate solution
u(ih, nk) == Ui.n is constructed on the grid points (ih, nk) of the set
{(x, y): 0 ~ x, 0 ~ y ~ t, x + Y ~ I} by use of the forward difference
scheme

ui,n+l = (1 - t) Ui,n + tUi+l.n , Ui.O = j(iIN), (1)

where h = lIN and k = tho It is then easy to see that the Nth order
Bernstein polynomial of/at t is given by

BN(f; t) = ~o (~) (1 - t)N-i tij(i/N) = UO,N'

THEOREM. If a real/unction / is continuous on [0, 1] and has a bounded
derivative on (0, 1), then/or every t E [0, 1] and/or N = 1,2,... ,

1 BN(f; t) - j(t)1 ~ tw(f'; lIN),

where w(f'; .) is the modulus 0/ continuity off' on (0, 1).

Proof For 0 ~ n ~ Nand 0 ~ i ~ N - n we set

Ti,n = U(ih, (n + l)k) - U(ih, nk) - t[U((i + l)h, nk) - U(ih, nk)]. (2)

By use of the mean value theorem and the fact that U(x, y) == f(x + y)
we have

Ti,n = kf'(81) - thf'(82),
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where (}l' (}2 E (ih + nk, (i + l)h + nk). Therefore

1 Ti .n 1 ,s;; tw(f'; IIN)IN. (3)

If TN = max{1 T i •n I: °,s;; n ,s;; N, °,s;; i ,s;; N - n}, then by use of (1) and
(2) it follows easily as in [2] that

1J(t) - BN (!; t)1 = I U(O, Nk) - UO.N I ,s;; NTN •

The desired result then follows from (3).
Lorentz [3, p. 21] obtained the estimatel

IJ(t) - BN(f; t)t ,s;; !w(f'; I/VN)/VN (N = 1,2,...). (4)

Since w(f'; llyN) ,s;; (1 + YN) w(f'; liN), it follows that

-1' w(f'; I/VN)/vN ~ 1
~~ w(f'; liN) '"

and hence for a given t E (0, 1] Lorentz's estimate is essentially at least as
good as ours. In fact, if J(t) - t~+l, where °< ex < 1, then one can see
that Lorentz's result is strictly better. However, if l' satisfies a Lipshitz
condition of order one on (0, 1), then for each t E [0, 1] both estimates are
O(1IN) which cannot be improved to 0(1 IN) unless! is linear in view of a
theorem of Bajsanski and Bojani6 [1].
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1 Lorentz works in a slightly different setting, but his proof yields (4) in our setting.


